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THE END OF OCTOBER
Lawerence Wright
 
In this riveting medical
thriller—from the Pulitzer
Prize winner and best-
selling author—Dr. Henry
Parsons, races to save
humanity from a novel virus
that....well, you can see
where this is headed...this
is the newest edition to the
Pandemic-Lit canon. 

THE SOUTHERN BOOK
CLUB'S GUIDE TO SLAYING
VAMPIRES  | Grady Hendrix
 
A supernatural thriller set in
South Carolina in the '90s
about a women's book
club that must protect its
suburban community from a
mysterious stranger- call it
'Steel Magnolias'
meets DRACULA.

THE BOOK OF V
Anna Solomon
 
For readers of THE HOURS
and FATES AND FURIES, a
bold, kaleidoscopic novel
intertwining the lives of three
women across three
centuries highlighting what
has- and hasn't- changed in
the lives and roles of women.

A CHILDREN'S BIBLE
Lydia Millet 
 
A series of major parenting
fails result in a group of
children, led by Evie, the
eldest & teenage sister to one
of the smaller children, to
fend for themselves when
forced out of a vacation
home during an apocalyptic
storm, .
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DEVOLUTION
Max Brooks  From the author of
WORLD WAR Z is a
new fictional account
about the near end of
the world, this time at
the hands of Big Foot.   

THE SHADOWS
Alex North
 
Stranger Things meets
Stephen King’s THE
OUTSIDER as Alex North
returns for another poignant
and terrifying supernatural
thriller about the sacrifices
parents make for-and keep
from-their children.

THE LIGHTNESS
Emily Temple
 
A literary debut for fans of
Emma Cline, Ottessa
Moshfegh, and Jenny Offill.
On the first anniversary of
her father's disappearance,
Olivia leaves home to
search for him and finds a
group of other transient
teens over the course of
one summer.  

LITTLE SECRETS
Jennifer Hillier Overwhelmed by tragedy,
a woman desperately tries
to save her marriage in the
newest riveting novel of
psychological suspense
from the author of JAR OF
HEARTS. 
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